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Expert Teaching

FOREWORD
This paper is about expert teaching.
Teachers aspire to be experts in two respects: experts in their field, and experts at teaching. The
first should be a given; none of us should be teaching without a pretty thorough knowledge of our
subject. The second is rarer; for reasons touched on in the introduction, years of experience in the
classroom don’t automatically translate into expertise at teaching.
It’s that challenge that this paper takes up: how can I increase my pedagogical expertise? It turns
out that a big part of the answer is to recognise – and leverage – my subject expertise.
And there’s another insight – If I want learning to be easy, I have to make it hard.
This paper will argue that knowledge is of fundamental importance to students; that the most
efficient way for students to acquire knowledge is to have an expert provide instruction; that to
make that knowledge stick students have to think long and hard about it; and that this generally only
happens when they face real challenge. Hence the strapline: “Do hard things.”
All this applies equally to ourselves, of course, as we’re lifelong students in the art of teaching. The
insights you’ll find in these pages are digested from people with relevant expertise. You’ll encounter
ideas and research findings from Dylan Wiliam, John Hattie, Robert Coe, Daniel Willingham, Paul
Brown, Daisy Christodoulou, Doug Lemov, Melanie Phillips – and many others. With some of it you
may disagree, but if this material gets you thinking hard about your own practice then it will have
served its purpose. Don’t stop at that; read some more, talk about it with colleagues and friends,
put it into practice in the classroom, and get some feedback on how well it’s working. (Why not ask
your students?) You’ll find here a few tried and tested practical techniques, but there’s much more
on ‘why’ than ‘how’. You teach who you are, so it’s up to you to take the big ideas and work out the
approach for you and your students.
Enjoy the road to pedagogical expertise – and expect the journey to involve doing hard things.

Jonathan Winch
October, 2016
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INTRODUCTION
Expert teachers are intentional – not just experienced
Is it possible to clock a cool quarter of a million miles behind the wheel and not be an expert driver?
A widely accepted theory, highlighted in a 1993 psychology paper and popularized in Malcolm
Gladwell's book Outliers1, suggests that anyone can master a skill with 10,000 hours of practice. Yet
we've all met drivers with that level of experience who are a menace on the road. Why is that?
The main reason is that practice makes permanent; if you rehearse the same poor driving
manoeuvres for twenty years you'll be really polished at them. The same holds true for musicians –
as Shaunacy Ferro put it, “Practice alone won’t make you Yo-Yo Ma2. It’s no different when it comes
to teaching. Not all experienced teachers are expert teachers.
Expert teachers don’t just do what they’ve always done; they are constantly evaluating their
pedagogy (method and practice of teaching), adjusting what they do in light of the effect it has on
students’ learning. Expert teachers are intentional.

Expert teachers are made – not born
Why don’t all teachers reflect on their practice in this way? As The Economist’s Leader in June 2016
astutely observed: “efforts to ensure that every teacher can teach are hobbled by the tenacious
myth that good teachers are born not made.” Tragically, some teachers have been made to believe
that they just lack the talent – so it’s hardly surprising that they don’t engage in critical selfevaluation. Yet, as the Economist continues, “Teaching can be taught … teachers need to learn how
to impart knowledge and prepare young minds to receive and retain it.” 3

Expert teachers have the right principles – not just the right strategies
Teaching can be taught; expertise in the classroom can be learned. But learning how to teach
involves mastering ideas rather than simply acquiring useful techniques. Expert teachers are not
those who use the right strategies; they are those with the right principles. Robyn Renee Jackson
observes, “You don’t become a master teacher by simply doing what a master teacher does. You
become a master teacher by thinking like a master teacher thinks.”4 And herein lies the problem: for
many of us our thinking was set on the wrong track right at the start.
History teacher Robert Peal has documented the wrong turn taken by so-called progressive
educationalists in the 1960s, and the impact of the resulting “burden of bad ideas in British
schools”5. Very few teachers educated within the last half century will have altogether escaped

1

Gladwell, M. (2009) Outliers: The story of success. London: Penguin Books.
Ferro, S. (2014) ‘Scientists debunk the myth that 10,000 hours of practice makes you an expert’. Accessed at
https://www.fastcodesign.com/3027564/asides/scientists-debunk-the-myth-that-10000-hours-of-practicemakes-you-an-expert
3
Leader: How to make a good teacher. The Economist (June 11 2016), p. 15 (emphasis added)
4
Jackson, R. (2009) Never work harder than your students & other principles of great teaching. Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, p. xiv.
5
Peal, R. (2014) Progressively worse: The burden of bad ideas in British schools. London: Civitas. The bad ideas
cited by Peal are that “education should be child-centred”, “knowledge is not central to education”, “strict
discipline and moral education are oppressive”, and that “socio-economic background dictates success”.
2
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being burdened by these ideas which, as Daisy Christodoulou documents6, have until recently even
been given pseudo-authority by Ofsted.
Thankfully, a growing body of evidence-based literature is now available to help us understand how
our students' minds work and how to use that knowledge to become an expert teacher. As cognitive
scientist Daniel Willingham writes, "The mind is at last yielding its secrets to persistent scientific
investigation."7 What follows is a set of simple ideas, organised within a proposed teaching cycle to
make them easy to remember and put into practice. The concept of desirable difficulty8 is at their
heart: “Some difficulties that elicit more effort and slow down learning… will more than compensate
for their inconvenience by making learning stronger, more precise and more enduring.”9

The teaching cycle
It is a mistake to be prescriptive about how to teach. We teach who we are, so every teacher must
express his or her own style. However, whatever the style, and whatever the subject – whether
maths, French, skiing, pottery or taekwondo – there are essentially three elements to consider:
instruction (conveying factual knowledge and demonstrating how an expert thinks), practice (setting
exercises to make it stick) and feedback (providing information about students’ progress towards a
goal).

Feedback

Instruction

• to think more
clearly
• to work harder
• to reach further

• explanation
• modelling

Practice
• scaffolded practice
• independent practice

Which of the three elements is the most important?
No one element is more important than any other. And, as in any well-crafted machine, no one part
is effective without every other part. Explaining a concept without the chance to practise it will not
make it stick; practising a technique that hasn’t been modelled is a cumbersome business of trial and
error.
6

Christodoulou, D. (2014) Seven myths about education. Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge. Christodoulou’s seven
myths are that “facts prevent understanding”, “teacher-led instruction is passive”, the twenty-first century
fundamentally changes everything”, “you can always just look it up”, we should teach transferable skills”,
“projects and activities are the best way to learn”, and that “teaching knowledge is indoctrination”.
7
Willingham, D. T. (2009) Why don't students like school?: A cognitive scientist answers questions about how
the mind works and what it means for the classroom. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
8
Bjork, R. & Bjork, E. (1992) From learning processes to cognitive processes: Essays in honour of William K.
Estes. (Vol 2, pp 35-67) Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
9
Brown, P., Roediger III, H. & McDaniel, M. (2014) Make it stick: The science of successful learning. London:
Harvard University Press, p.68.
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However, the order is important: practice is most effective if instruction has been provided first;
feedback on what’s been practised generally leads on to further instruction. That’s why the diagram
shows these three elements as a cycle.

Set free to teach
It’s a mistake to think of this model as providing a three-part lesson. Lessons are artificial divisions
of a teaching unit. In some lessons a teacher might go through the entire teaching cycle twice; other
lessons might be devoted entirely to practice and feedback, students having been instructed in a
previous lesson. Practice and feedback can, and often should, happen together (as when a rowing
crew listens to the coach shouting from the tow path). Use the model flexibly and intelligently. It
will set you free to teach.

1. INSTRUCTION: making the implicit explicit
Why independent learning doesn’t make students independent
Dr Susan Feez10, Professor Robert Coe11 and Professor Barak Rosenshine12 are among a growing
number of educationalists and cognitive scientists to report a counter-intuitive discovery: the fastest
way for students to achieve independence from their teacher is not independent learning.
Independence is achieved as students acquire an expertise of their own, and the most effective
route to expertise is expert instruction followed by practice.
Generations of teachers have been trained to favour discovery learning over instruction, precisely
because they want to make their students independent. “My job is not to tell,” they say; “my job is
to facilitate: to stimulate thinking and encourage exploration by setting students problems that
experts would face in real life.”
It’s a laudable aim; as we will see, the most important thing a teacher does is to stimulate thinking.
The problem is that students cannot think about something of which they know nothing.

The difference between novices and experts: knowledge
The hope is that setting students a problem that an expert would face will result in students thinking
like experts; the reality is that experts and novices think in qualitatively different ways. Imagine a
firefighter arriving at the door of a burning house at the same time as the father of a trapped child.
They both face the same problem, but they will approach it quite differently; the father may rush in
whilst the expert is standing back to take in the bigger picture. But, however much courage and
determination the father has, the fire fighter is more likely to get the child out alive.
The reason that experts think differently than novices is that they know more – and they see how
the facts they know connect with one another. The knowledge that they have acquired forms a
pattern that shapes the way new information is organised and interpreted. In this way a powerful
web of information, or schema, is built up in the long-term memory. Knowing more, and thinking
differently, an expert will approach a problem quite differently than a novice; there will be a focus
10

Feez, S. (1998) Text-based syllabus design. Sydney: NCELTR, Macquarie University.
Coe, R., Aloisi, C., Higgins, S., Major, L. (2014) What makes great teaching? Review of the underpinning
research. London: Sutton Trust.
12
Rosenshine, B. ‘Principles of instruction: Research-based strategies that all teachers should know’. American
Educator 36(1) (Spring 2012):12-19.
11
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on the structure of a problem rather than its detail, for example. A firefighter will evaluate a series
of routes into a building, making informed judgements about the relative safety of each; a desperate
father may simply take the shortest route.
Independent learning results in dependency13 because it withholds from students the knowledge
they need to think expertly. The way to make our students truly independent of us is to give them
unfettered access to our own expertise; and this is the purpose of instruction: the explanation of
new words and ideas and the description of expert thought processes which help our students begin
to build their own schemas.
It's a virtuous circle: the more students know the better able they will be to think - and the more
they think the more they will remember. Instruction, not independent learning, is the route to
independence.

Which should we teach – knowledge or skills?
Teachers are apt to draw a false dichotomy between knowledge and skills. Bloom’s Taxonomy, for
all its worth, has contributed to confusion on this point: many conclude from the fact that
‘knowledge’ appears at the bottom, whilst ‘higher-order thinking skills’ of synthesis and evaluation
are at the top, that knowledge is less valuable than skills: “Often, educators view the taxonomy as a
hierarchy and dismiss the lowest levels as unworthy of teaching. [In fact,] The learning of the lower
levels enables the building of skills in the higher levels of the taxonomy.”14
The truth is that knowledge and skills are inseparable. Professor E.D. Hirsch says quite simply,
“Knowledge is skill: skill knowledge”15. You cannot unscramble knowledge from skill because skill
progression depends on knowledge accumulation. We cause skilled performance by teaching the
building blocks of knowledge. To teach someone how to play tennis an expert has to deconstruct his
own fluid and instinctive skill, identifying constituent elements of his intuitive approach and
conveying piece by piece the information that has become a unified whole in his own understanding:
how to hold the racquet, how to place one’s feet, how to read an opponent’s body language, how to
move into a shot, and a hundred other pieces of knowledge.

Facts and concepts
Experts know how facts relate to each other. Where a novice sees a hundred jigsaw pieces, an
expert sees a single picture. To develop this ability in a student it’s not enough just to teach facts;
students also need to be given unifying concepts. Concepts provide a way for the learner to organise
and make sense of his growing knowledge – to draw meaning from information. Concepts make
apparent the essential unity of apparently diverse facts, and make it much easier for a student to
commit them to memory.
The more clearly a teacher sees, and is able to explain, unity in the diversity of information he’s
conveying, the more easily will his students be able to make themselves master of it and move from
knowledge to understanding.

Questioning
Asking questions of students as the instruction unfolds is of importance for two major reasons. First
of all, in asking questions we prompt thought – and students remember what they think about;
secondly, when we ask questions we receive feedback on how effective our teaching has been.
Teaching also keeps learners on their toes – a bonus feature!

13

Didau 2015, op cit., p.202.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloom%27s_taxonomy, accessed on 14 October, 2016
15
Hirsch E.D. (1987) Cultural literacy: What every American needs to know. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, p.61.
14
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Bearing in mind the ‘why’ of questioning will help us avoid the pitfall many teachers fall into: using
questioning as a replacement for instruction. ‘Guess what’s in my mind’ questions are pretty useless
at prompting thought. Similarly, if children lack basic knowledge about a subject then it’s unfair (and
a waste of time) to expect them to express an informed opinion on it. Students earn the right to
express their own opinion by first listening to and weighing the opinions of those older and wiser
than themselves.
For these reasons David Didau proposes that “questions should have clear and specific purposes
such as to clarify (what did you mean by that?), probe (can you tell me more about that?) and
recommend (which answer do you think is best?).”16

The two components of instruction: conveying information and modelling thinking
After analysing 50,000 research articles on the impact of different approaches to teaching and
learning with 240 million students, Professor John Hattie had this to say: “Effective teaching occurs
when the teacher decides the learning intentions and success criteria, makes them transparent to
the students, demonstrates them by modelling, evaluates if they understand what they have been
told by checking for understanding, and re-telling them what they have told by tying it all together
with closure.”17 This approach can be summarised in two steps:
1a Explanation
Provide students with basic knowledge by explaining clearly and memorably the new
concept, its subject-specific vocabulary, and how it connects to those things pupils have
already learned. Provide concrete examples, and ask questions to check understanding.
1b Modelling
Show students how an expert thinks by demonstrating how you approach a task. For
example, think aloud as you go through a worked example. It’s obvious for you what to do;
make it obvious for your students by breaking it down into small steps, explaining why you
do what you do, and telling them the pitfalls to avoid. Make what is implicit explicit.18

Practical ideas
Whet appetites
‘Generation’ is a technique that involves setting students a problem that they are not
equipped to solve before providing the necessary instruction and modelling. Students set
out to solve the problem, encounter difficulty, and develop a curiosity to find out what the
teacher intends to tell them. This technique nicely balances the caution against using
questioning to replace instruction; when the intention is to whet the appetite for the
instruction that is to come then setting a novice a problem that he is not yet equipped to
solve can serve a useful purpose: when students wrestle with content beforehand, their
minds are more receptive to new learning, and they are more astute at gleaning the
substance and relevance of subsequent instruction.19

16

Didau, D. ‘Developing oracy: It’s talkin’ time!’ (Dec 12, 2012) at
http://www.learningspy.co.uk/learning/developing-oracy-its-talkin-time-2/
17
Hattie, J. (2009) Visible learning. Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge.
18
Proceeding in this order – 1a then 1b – is to take the deductive approach; the equally effective – but more
demanding - inductive teaching method takes these steps in reverse order, requiring students to arrive at the
generalisation by noticing what various examples have in common.
19
Brown, P., Roediger III, H. & McDaniel, M. 2014, op. cit., p.208,9.
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Provide mnemonics
Mnemonic devices are tools for creating mental structures that make it easier to retrieve
what has been learned. To help students retain what you’ve told them provide a memorable
mental cue for recall. “I Value Xylophones Like Cows Dig Milk” is a phrase that recalls Roman
numerals; songs and mental pictures can equally serve as retrieval cues.
Stir emotion
We remember what stirs emotion in us, which is why stories are powerful in any learning
situation.
Anticipate pitfalls
The hallmark of an expert is the ability to anticipate what will go wrong and explain how to
avoid it. “Don’t lift your foot off the clutch too rapidly or you will stall.” An expert teacher
knows his or her subject so well that the mistakes students are going to make are described
to them before they make them!
Know the ‘threshold concepts’20 of your subject`
Every teacher knows that there are certain concepts in the subject he teaches where
children are going to get stuck. Jan Meyer and Ray Land argue these so-called threshold
concepts are particularly important because if students can get beyond them they will reach
a new level of understanding, seeing how previously apparently unconnected parts of the
subject relate, and thinking in a fundamentally different way. An expert teacher makes
himself familiar with these concepts, and is patient when teaching them to his students.
They appear obvious to the initiated, but to the uninitiated they are obscure. Examples
include gravity in physics, and the notion that a writer selects language and structure to
manipulate the reader in English literature.

2. PRACTICE: making it stick
We all know what it’s like to explain something in painstaking detail – only to find that it’s forgotten
by the next lesson. That’s where practice comes in: the purpose of the practice phase is to make the
learning stick – because practice makes permanent.
But once we’ve made something permanent through practice, continued practice won’t necessarily
result in improvement.

Switch off the autopilot in order to learn
It turns out that practice only results in improvement when it involves conscious thought – and
conscious thought is rarer than we might think!
In everyday life we rely on a clever memory-based autopilot system as we do everyday tasks;
conscious thought, by contrast, is slow, painstaking and unreliable. Once we learn how to do
something - like drive a car - memory becomes the brain's big crutch. Sports professionals and
musicians use 'muscle memory' to perform enormously complex and rapid sequences of movement
without conscious effort; think too hard under pressure and they risk choking.
20

For a fuller treatment of threshold concepts see Didau 2015, op cit., ch. 7
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The brain’s autopilot system is fantastic. It decreases the need for attention and creates maximum
efficiency: we can take a call whilst we walk, discuss philosophy whilst making a spaghetti
bolognaise. However, engaging our memory as a replacement for conscious thought comes at a
cost: when we stop thinking we stop learning. This provides another reason why driving experience
doesn’t necessarily translate into driving expertise: drive on autopilot and you don’t improve.
“Memory is the residue of thought”21, as cognitive scientist Daniel Willingham famously says,
because thinking transfers knowledge from our working memory to our long-term memory.

How to switch off the autopilot
So how do we switch off the autopilot and engage conscious thought?
The answer is surprisingly simple: to reengage conscious thought simply raise the level of challenge.
Autopilot is only engaged when you are operating in your comfort zone. Driving into a violent storm
illustrates the point: as the car is buffeted by the wind, and road spray reduces visibility, suddenly
you’re concentrating – consciously thinking through every driving decision. It’s more tiring – but it is
improving your driving.
Sports coaches and music tutors have long recognised this principle, which is why they develop a
practice regime for their students that steps up the challenge as higher levels of expertise are
reached. Table tennis players play on a double-width table, chess players play a roomful of
competitors at once, pianists set the metronome to an impossible tempo. The aim is to keep away
from what Joshua Foer, science journalist turned memory champion, calls The OK Plateau22. The OK
Plateau is reached when learners decide that they are OK with the level of competence that they
have attained – or perhaps imagine that they have reached the limit of their innate potential – and
don’t tackle anything harder. Over time what used to be hard becomes easy, and the brain responds
by re-engaging autopilot. Learning immediately stops.
It turns out that to tell yourself you have reached your potential is to make a self-fulfilling prophecy.

If you want learning to be easy, make it hard
The implications for our teaching are immediately obvious: practice exercises have to continue to
demand conscious thought, and that means that they need to get progressively harder. Setting
exercises that involve applying what’s been taught in a new context is one way in which this can be
done.
As a student is made to think in increasingly challenging circumstances, changes are made to the
schematic structures of the long-term memory. The cognitive characteristics associated with the
material they learn are altered so that it can be handled more efficiently.

You remember what you think about
Daniel Willingham again: "Memory is not a product of what you want to remember or what you try
to remember; it’s a product of what you think about.” Daisy Christodoulou reflects in the light of this
that teachers try too hard to supply practice exercises that will appeal to students; if students are
asked to design their own personal heraldic crest to consolidate a unit of work on the late Middle
Ages they're likely to remember the lion rampant but forget the important stuff – the Peasants’

21

Willingham 2009, op. cit.
Foer, J. (2011) ‘Secrets of a mind-gamer’. The New York Times Magazine, Feb 15 2011; available at
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/02/20/magazine/mind-secrets.html?_r=0
22
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Revolt, the Jacquerie, the Hundred Years’ War. So set work that makes students think precisely
about what you want them to remember. 23

The two components of practice: scaffolded practice and independent practice
It’s unlikely that students will be able to tackle tough problems independently right away, so start by
scaffolding the problem to make the impossible possible:


Give specific suggestions on how to approach the task



Simplify the task sufficiently to allow students to attempt it



Deal with students’ frustrations at not getting it



Challenge students to attempt what is just beyond their current level of competency

Break a problem down into its constituent parts, provide help-sheets, pair weaker and stronger
students together, work with students yourself to arrive at a solution together – these things are the
stabilisers on the bicycle that make the first ride possible. But as soon as you judge students ready,
remove the extra wheels and make them practise independently. Include times of silent working to
provide the opportunity for ‘solo flights of fancy’, and set homework to extend the practice.
2a Scaffolded practice
The harder students think the better they will understand and remember it, so set
challenging work - and provide scaffolding support to make the impossible possible.
2b Independent practice
Once they are equipped to do so students need to be allowed to crack on, working
independently though with clear guidance and feedback. Practice needs to be challenging
and focused so that students are thinking hard about what they are to learn.

Practical ideas
Vary the context
Asking students to repeat what their teacher has just done may not be sufficiently
demanding to make it stick. To raise the level of challenge, set tasks that require students to
apply their learning in a new context.
Vary the problem type (‘interleaving’)
Once students have practised sufficiently to gain a basic grasp of what they’ve just been
taught, further single-track, repetitive practice is unlikely to deliver further learning gains; to
get to the next level of mastery, mix in the practice of other subjects and skills. This is called
interleaving, and it works by adding another layer of challenge: students have to recognise
the problem type before selecting the right solution.24
Make use of regular quizzing (‘retrieval practice’)
Incorporate regular quizzing into the practice regime. Ensure books are closed, and make
students recall facts from memory.

23
24

Christodoulou 2014, op. cit., p. 101.
Brown, P., Roediger III, H. & McDaniel, M. 2014, op. cit., p.205-7.
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Retrieving what’s been learned – starting with recalling the main idea and the meaning
behind the terms – is a potent aid to memory. The mind is like a forest: all the facts are in
there somewhere, and retrieving them regularly beats a path through the forest so that they
can be retrieved again in future.
Brown et al, in their magnificent book Make it Stick, say: “Retrieval ties the knot for memory.
Repeated retrieval snugs it up and adds a loop to make it fast.”25
The harder it is to recall what’s been taught, the greater the benefit of doing so, so leave a
forgetting gap before quizzing, and interleave a variety of topics in a single quiz. Keep the
stakes relatively low and students will enjoy the mental challenge.

Make use of elaboration
Elaboration is the process of finding layers of additional meaning in new material. The more
students are able to relate new learning to what they already know, the stronger their grasp
of it becomes, and the more mental cues they will have to retrieve it. So ask students to
explain it to someone else, have them create a summary sheet encapsulating the whole
topic, or provide helpful analogies – such as the similarity of the atom to a solar system.26

3. FEEDBACK: providing information about students’ progress
towards a goal
Without feedback practice encodes failure
For practice to result in learning it has to involve conscious thought. But one more ingredient is
needed: feedback.
This was demonstrated by a classic experiment conducted in 1927 by psychologist Edward
Thorndike. He had subjects draw 4-inch lines 400 times with their eyes closed; unsurprisingly, the
practice yielded no improvement: final efforts were as poor as the first. After this he had them draw
the line 25 more times, but allowed them to check the result of each effort before drawing the next
line. This time there was marked improvement.
Feedback provides a reality check, clearing away the illusion of knowing and adjusting a student’s
judgement to better reflect reality. Feedback ensures that a student’s sense of what they know and
can do is accurate. Without feedback practice is likely to encode failure because practice makes
permanent.
It is therefore important not to wait until after the completion of a piece of work to provide
feedback. Independent practice will be of greatest benefit to students if errors of understanding
have been successfully identified and headed off during the instruction and scaffolded practice
stages.

Four principles govern the effectiveness of feedback
Whilst John Hattie’s international case studies of impact found feedback to be one of the most
powerful influences on learning and achievement, Hattie surprised many by observing that the
effects of feedback can be either positive or negative. For feedback to be of greatest impact four
conditions must be met.

25
26

Ibid, p.28.
Ibid, p.207,8.
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a. Feedback must relate to a known goal
Carol Dweck’s book Mindsets27 famously demonstrates that unqualified praise often has the
opposite effect to that intended: "Parents… are not giving their children a gift when they tell them
how brilliant and talented they are, … They are making them believe they are valued only for being
intelligent, and it makes them not want to learn."28 In a similar way, unqualified criticism risks
making a student believe that they are inherently rubbish at a subject – and just giving up.
It follows that, for feedback to be effective, students must see their success as being directly caused
by their effort. “The trick then is to design feedback that is focussed on convincing students that
they need to improve their performance, and that this can be achieved through hard work.”29 “The
point of feedback is for students to believe that “it’s all up to me” and “I can do something about
it.”30
This is why it is crucially important that feedback relates to a known goal. Students tend to attribute
goal-referenced feedback to factors that they can control and that are dependent on their effort.
For this reason the best way to get students to act on feedback is to ally it to clear success criteria.
Grant Wiggins’ insights are worth quoting at length:
“Feedback is not advice, praise, or evaluation. Feedback is information about how we are
doing in our efforts to reach a goal… Effective feedback requires that a person has a goal,
takes action to achieve the goal, and receives goal-related information about his or her
actions… Effective feedback is concrete, specific, and useful; it provides actionable
information… What specifically should I do more or less of next time, based on this
information?...
“For example, a teacher might say, ‘The point of this writing task is for you to make readers
laugh. So, when rereading your draft or getting feedback from peers, ask, “How funny is
this?” Where might it be funnier?’” 31

b. Feedback must prompt thought
John Hattie writes, "40% to 50% of the time that our students make errors, we correct them. They're
never given the opportunity to struggle because we give them the answer before it gets too hard."32
Providing too much help is counterproductive because it diminishes the level of challenge – precisely
the opposite of what is required to build memory. This happens when a teacher forgets that the aim
of feedback is to improve a student's learning and not just their performance (the quality of the
current essay, for example). To be effective, feedback must make a student think about how to
improve their work rather than simply tell them what to do next; it should communicate that the
responsibility for learning rests with them.

27

Dweck, C. (2006) Mindset: How you can fulfil your potential. Ballantine Books.
Quoted in ‘Why praise can be bad for kids’, ABC News, Feb 15 2007. Accessed at
http://abcnews.go.com/GMA/AmericanFamily/story?id=2877896&page=1
29
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Wiliam, D. (2011) Embedded formative assessment. Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press.
31
Wiggins, G. Educational leadership: Feedback for learning. Volume 70, Issue 1, Sept 2012, p.10.
32
Hattie, J. Quoted by Peter DeWitt in ‘Students can learn from their mistakes if we let them’. Accessed at
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c. Feedback should be more work for the recipient than the donor33
Marking allows close scrutiny of a child’s efforts at independent practice, and if done skilfully it is
perhaps the most valuable thing a teacher does. If our marking leads to no meaningful action on the
part of the recipient, however, we may simply be wasting our time.
Grant Wiggins found that, “adjusting our performance depends on not only receiving feedback but
also having opportunities to use it.”34 The Education Endowment Fund (EEF) concurs: "Pupils are
unlikely to benefit from marking unless some time is set aside to enable pupils to consider and
respond to marking."35
The way to ensure a meaningful student response is not necessarily to increase the amount of red
ink on the page. The government-commissioned report of the Independent Teacher Workload
Review Group found: “It has become common practice for teacher to provide extensive written
comments on every piece of work when there is very little evidence that this improves pupil
outcomes in the long term… Beware of the ‘false comfort’ of labour-intensive practices such as
written dialogue with students.” 36 In marking, ask yourself how a little from you can mean a lot to
your students – and never mark to impress an adult audience. Consider using a code to provide
feedback, research showing that coded feedback is just as effective as written prose, providing
students understand the code and are required to act on it.
To improve student response either provide directed improvement time (DIT) within the lesson or
make it part of a homework to act on feedback; follow up non-compliance as you would missed
homework.

d. Feedback should fit its intended purpose
Feedback provides three distinct benefits to students: it make students think more clearly, try harder
or reach further. Precisely what feedback is best at any point depends on which of these three the
teacher is aiming at.

Purpose one: Think more clearly
Sometimes students have got the wrong end of the stick. In this situation they need feedback
that helps them think more clearly by addressing their misconceptions before practice makes
the confusion permanent. Here are some practical ways to do this:
Build more independent practice time into your lessons
Don’t talk for too long. Instead, get students to crack on and then you’ll be able to get round
the class and provide feedback. Harvard University’s Eric Mazur says, “Less ‘teaching’, more
feedback equals better results.”37 (Of course, it’s all about balance, because too little
explanation and modelling will simply lead to confusion.)
33

Wiliam, D. Comment on David Didau’s blog post, ‘Getting feedback right’, The Learning Spy (10 April 2014).
Accessed at http://www.learningspy.co.uk/featured/getting-feedback-right/ on 15 August 2016.
34
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35
Higgins, S., Katsipataki, M., Kokotsaki, D., Coleman, R., Major, L.E., & Coe, R. (2013) ‘The Sutton TrustEducation Endowment Foundation Teaching and Learning Toolkit’. London: Education Endowment Foundation,
p.5.
36
Copping, D. et al. (2016) ‘Eliminating unnecessary workload around marking’. Report of the Independent
Teacher Workload Review Group, p.5-8.
37
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Have students annotate their work before you mark it
Before handing in their work, have students go through and highlight where they’ve
struggled or where they’ve taken a risk. Focus your marking on these areas, as this is where
students have indicated they are ready to learn.
"We all know that pupils' self-assessment is often rubbish, so let's prevent them from writing
meaningless descriptive comments about how they feel about their work and instead let's
make them proofread, error check and highlight the areas where they are uncertain or
where they might have taken a risk. This approach makes pupils meta-cognitively engage
with their work and think in a more meaningful way about what they've produced."38
Withhold answers
The EEF recommends that teachers address errors resulting from misunderstanding by
providing hints or questions which lead pupils to underlying principles rather than directly to
the answer.39
Doug Lemov recommends “Dot Round”: “The idea is that you assign students independent
work and, as they are working, circulate to observe their work. If their work is wrong, you
put a dot on their paper. Very subtle, not a permanent “wrong” mark, just a reminder that
there’s something that needs checking. And here’s the best part – that’s ALL you do/say.
The idea is that the dot reminds students, subtly, to find their own mistake and, in time,
encourages self-reflect and self-correct.”40

Dictate feedback
Substitute written for oral feedback – and require students to make notes of what you’ve
told them. This is not only less work, but it promotes students’ literacy skills. Dylan Wiliams
suggests that this practice may also aid memorisation.41
Teach a concept again
John Hattie advises, “With inefficient learners, it is better for a teacher to provide further
instruction than to provide feedback on poorly understood concepts.”42
Value mistakes
Wiliam again: “If students know the classroom is a safe place to make mistakes, they are
more likely to use feedback for learning.”43
How effective is peer-assessment in addressing misconceptions? Sadly, Hattie found that, "Most
of the feedback that students receive about their classroom work is from other students – and

38
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much of that feedback is wrong"44. That is not to say that peer-assessment should not be used;
rather, it should not be relied upon. Teacher marking needs regularly to sample students' work,
even where peer-assessment has been used. Didau writes, “I’d tentatively suggest that marking
once every four lessons is a reasonable ratio.”45
Of course, providing specific feedback takes longer than a ‘tick and flick’ approach to marking –
but the latter is a waste of your time. One way to make the workload manageable is to practice
selective marking. The EEF cite studies that found that focusing marking on a limited section of a
piece of work and correcting all errors had a more positive impact than marking everything in a
more cursory way. 46

Purpose two: Try harder
Where a student has simply not given of his best feedback has a single overriding aim:
motivation. Motivating a lazy student requires considerable skill. We have already seen that
unless feedback relates to a known goal the risk is that he adopts a fixed mindset, attributing
failure to lack of ability. Feedback, then, must consist in concrete, specific, useful things for the
student to do to reach the goal. But you need then to check that they are done. This means
creating a high accountability environment, and following through on shoddy workmanship.
With a lazy student the aim is to make it harder for him to hand in substandard work than for
him to get it right first time. Here are some practical ways to do this:

Refuse to correct careless mistakes
Do not correct careless mistakes for a students; studies show that this is no more
effective than not marking the work at all47. Providing the correct answer means that
students are not required to think about their mistakes or to recall previous knowledge,
and as a result are no less likely to repeat them. Identify the mistake, and have them
make the correction – including by writing out misspelled words repeatedly.
Hand work straight back
As Dylan Wiliam says, “sometimes, what a student needs is a (metaphorical) kick up the
backside: “You haven’t put any effort into doing this work, so I’m not going to put any
effort into marking it.”48 Require work to be proofread and corrected by students before
submission. If a student attempts to hand in substandard work, hand it right back.
Make a big deal of presentation
Lack of pride and sloppy thinking go hand in hand. Not only is untidy work harder to
mark, it’s harder for a student to find their mistakes. Compare a students’ latest piece of
work with their neatest work to date; substantial slippage, and you insist on a redraft
before marking.
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Keep a record
Keep a record of the quality of work you take in (one approach is a simple ‘gut instinct’
mark out of ten). This will enable you to hold to account those whose work is
consistently poor or missing, and to inform reporting to parents.

Purpose three: Reach further
What feedback do we give to the student who regularly presents flawless, exemplary work? Is
it right to shower them with praise?
Well, yes! But praise alone won’t lead to optimal progress. In fact, as Dylan Wiliam describes,
“If success seems to come too easily, students may decide the goal itself is beneath them and
abandon it.”49 Alongside offering praise, then, make the work more challenging, so that the
student does make mistakes. John Hattie is forthright on the subject: “A teacher's job is not to
make work easy. It is to make it difficult. If you are not challenged you do not make mistakes.
If you do not make mistakes feedback is useless.”50
The best reward for a superlative performance is encouragement to reach further. If you really
cannot suggest how a student’s work might be improved then set a ‘reach further’ target –
something that will keep complacency at bay and ensure that designated improvement time the
following lesson is used well. (A code in the exercise book followed by a corresponding
question or task projected on the screen the following lesson is an efficient way to set a variety
of targets to individuals in a class.) A key finding of the EEF is that, “the use of targets to make
marking as specific and actionable as possible is likely to increase pupil progress.”51
52
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The value of feedback to the teacher
So much, then, for the purpose of feedback to students, but what does the teacher get out of
marking work? Didau argues that “marking is planning” and “marking is differentiation”.53
Reviewing students’ work thoroughly prepares us to repeat the teaching cycle, because the teacher
now knows precisely how to pitch the next lesson: what misconceptions to deal with, what
understanding to build on, what individual strengths and weaknesses to cater for, and what level of
challenge to provide.
Recall our starting point: “Expert teachers don’t just do what they’ve always done; they are
constantly evaluating their pedagogy, adjusting what they do in light of the effect it has on students’
learning.” Cris Tovani writes, "The feedback students give teachers can be more powerful than the
feedback teachers give students."54 As we evaluate our students’ work we are evaluating the
effectiveness of our own teaching – a prerequisite to turning experience into expertise.

We have saved the most important insight until last: effective feedback is relational. Delivered to
full effect, feedback strengthens the bond between teacher and student, communicating to a child
that we believe in him and want him to be the best he can be. That’s why feedback can change lives:
“Feedback inspires when it's relational, multidirectional, authentic, continual, and growth-centred.
Feedback is contagious, and becomes cultural norm when it's woven inside the fabric of everyday
communication.”55

IN CLOSING
It’s fitting that we should close on that note. Whatever the futurologists say, computers will never
replace teachers – and for one simple reason: teaching is relational.
Day after day we instruct, challenge and provide feedback to children, sharing freely with them the
fruit of a lifetime’s study. Our students often fail to appreciate that the knowledge we’re conveying
is worth the struggle to master it. But when a student meets a teacher who genuinely appreciates
and believes in them as an individual – who gets to know them and loves them for who they are –
that teacher becomes an inspiration. Expert teachers understand that relationship is at the heart of
teaching, and they inspire children to be like themselves – to love the subject that they are
passionate about.
The student is not above the teacher, but everyone who is fully trained will be like their teacher.
Luke 6:40
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Model Lesson Feedback Pro forma
TEACH
Transmit knowledge and prompt
thought

LEARN
Pursue knowledge and think
about it

Self-reflection
or
Observer feedback

INSTRUCTION: Making the implicit explicit
Explain and model

Pay attention & engage

language

Gain the knowledge needed to think
like an expert

Know and build upon students’ existing knowledge

Students are:


Pitch the explanation at the right level of challenge 

Use and explain specialist academic language

paying attention

a. Introduce new concepts and specialist








Explain clearly with concrete illustrations

Make it memorable (e.g. mnemonics, stories)
Check for understanding
Ask students to clarify, probe and recommend

b. Model expert thought-processes




clear about what they are to learn
answering questions and posing their
own



using specialist academic language
themselves




recording new information accurately
remembering what they’ve been taught

Break complex processes into simple steps
Anticipate misconceptions and head them off
Provide and deconstruct high quality examples

PRACTICE: Making it stick
Provide scaffolded then
independent practice

Do hard things to make it
stick

a. Scaffold to make the impossible possible






Support students’ thinking; don’t make it easy
Give specific instructions on the approach
Simplify just enough to allow each to attempt it
Support students to use academic language
Encourage students, and deal with frustrations

b. Provide opportunities for independent

Students are:



displaying ‘grit’, seeing effort as the path
to mastery



thinking precisely about what they are to
learn




keeping conversation work-focussed



maintaining a sense of urgency
throughout the lesson



monitoring their performance and
reflecting on how to improve it



doing their homework to a high standard

practice






Make exercises increasingly difficult
Move more able on students quickly
Support others without making them dependent
Set regular, relevant and rigorous homework

(if requested to do so) helping their peers
to understand

FEEDBACK: Information on progress towards a goal
Clarify, motivate and inspire

Learn from mistakes & make
improvements

Provide students with verbal and written feedback
that is:










specific as to what students are to do next

Students are:



unafraid to make mistakes because
errors are welcome







clear about what constitutes success

clear enough to be understood by students
well-judged, not overwhelming
kind and yet honest
balanced in treating strengths and weaknesses
timely so as to head off misconceptions early
helpful in showing how to reach the goal

eager to know how to improve
acting on feedback to improve their work
reflective about what helps them learn
demonstrating pride in their work

effective in holding students to account

Phases and descriptors apply to teaching and learning over the course of a unit of work
and are unlikely all to arise in the course of a single lesson.

